Value Of Education For A Life
The growth and survival of the world rely on education. The world would not be able to function
if there was no education. There is a lot of benefits that education has. The more education you
have the better the rewards will be. Education can lead to a very successful life. You can learn a
lot of skills for success on a job. It is necessary for education in the world so the young adults
can become intelligent, brave citizens.
Everyone doesn’t have the ability to get an education, so it is a blessing that the majority of the
world can receive an education. Krista Watson stated “around the world 59 million children of
primary school ages are being denied an education”. This statistic can bring the economy of the
affected country down. Education can help improve a country’s economy. The economy of a
country is important for the county to have a good consumption of services and goods.
Education is ultimately the key to success. Students develop skills such as decision-making,
negotiation, and listening skills. These skills can prepare students for success in the workforce.
Education can help a student’s confidence grow. Speaking in front of a large group of people
and making mistakes is a way to build a student’s confidence. “The roots of education are
bitter, but the fruit is sweet” ~ Aristotle. That quote explains the journey of education.
Education is a long journey from pre-k to 12th grade for free education. When you get to college
for advanced education there is a price depending on what college you go to. The basic
subjects help us with specific jobs. Math and science are used in a lot of jobs together. A lot of
people say the math you learn will not be used in your adult life. Basic math will be used all the
time. Every subject can help you succeed in different career fields. There are non-core classes
that can provide a good job. The knowledge we know about the world we would not know if it
wasn’t for education.
The start of education is very crucial to start the journey of education. Everyone starts in pre-k
and that teaches us how to read and write. If you didn’t know how to do that then your
education cannot start. Education can get you home, car, clothes, the food overall a good life.
The lack of education increases the death rate of young children. Krista Watson states “ If all
women had a primary education, there would be 1.7 million fewer malnourished children.”
Education can save lives from the skills you learn and the responsibilities.
Education develops people's abilities to succeed in the world. Each student gets the chance to
learn skills for English, math, science, and social studies. Each of the subjects can teach you a
lot of things to help you succeed. English can give you knowledge on how to use the different
parts of speech. You can learn how to make a letter, how to write an essay, and how to take
notes using annotations. Math can help with calculating bills, taxes, and any other payments.
Valerie Strauss states “that science is a means to develop explanations about how the natural
world works, and engineering is a means to develop solutions to human problems.”
A major lesson you learn in science is the scientific method. The scientific method is a problem
solver that scientists use to answer any question. They test an answer to a question multiple
times until they get the best answer. Social studies can teach you about the events of the world,
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geographic changes, different people who were noticed before you were alive. The progressive
teacher states that “social studies teaches students fundamental concepts of cultural
economics and politics.” The four core classes are very important for success. The advanced
education from college can prepare you for the job you desire.
While you go through the education system you learn a lot of life lessons. Making mistakes is
normal and you will do it a lot. Making mistakes can help you from being scared of doing new
things. Mistakes can help us express ourselves. Another lesson you can learn is that working
hard pays off.
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